
Introduction to Romans 6
(Rom 6:1-2)

● Review of book of Romans through ch 5
● Read MLJ intro

I. Division of this section
A) Common method of dividing Romans:

1. Rom 1-4= Justification
2. Rom 5-8= Sanctification
3. Rom 9-11= Israel
4. Rom 12-16= Application

B) We must never impose a man-made scheme of interpretation on the scriptures, 
but we must be guided by the context and the words
1. We interpret a verse wrong when our context is wrong

i. Compare a text message taken out of context
ii. Consider the Baptist view of Rom 6:3-4

C) The importance of an overall or “general look” first with any passage
1. Does Paul begin a new section and subject here as so many teach?

i. “What shall we say then?” connects it immediately to what has just been
said
a) “What shall we say about what???” -About what Paul has just said
b) What Paul is about to say arises directly from what he has just said

1) Rom 5- The assurance and certainty of salvation in Christ
(a) If we are justified by faith, we can be certain that we will be 

perfected and glorified in Christ 
(b)Nothing can prevent the full redemption of the saint, because it

is Christ Who has/is/will perform it
(c) Paul proved this by the doctrine of the “federal headship” of 

Adam
ii. Paul reaches his climax in the statement of Rom 5:20-21

a) He doesn’t return to this thought fully again until Rom 8:1
1) Rom 8:1- “Therefore…….
2) So what then is Paul doing in Rom 6-7?

II. Objections
A) Paul’s style is always in this manner: presents a subject, works it all out, 

returning to each point in his exposition, proving it by scripture as well as 
practical examples, then anticipating possible objections 
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1. Rom 5:20-21- Raises questions concerning 1antinomianism and 2the 
purpose of the Law
i. Antinomianism= “Against” and “law”- lawlessness, sin with no regard

a) There is always a danger of this misunderstanding when the doctrine 
of justification by faith alone has been properly presented
1) It basically takes 2 forms and each reveal what’s in a man’s heart:

(a) “What you are teaching gives license to sin” (legalist)
(1)Rome’s accusation against Luther (rejection of gospel)

I. “This man is simply a priest who wants to change the 
truth to justify marriage so he can fulfill his lust”

(2) It was the charge brought against Whitfield by the Anglican
Church of England

(3)Rome is never been charged with antinomianism by their 
“sacramental religion”, but were by their indulgences

(b)“Well then I can sin all I want, after all, the more I sin the 
more grace is manifested (lustful)
(1) Dispensationalism’s frequent teaching (misunderstanding 

of the gospel)
2) In a way, it is a good test of your gospel presentation

(a) Preaching Arianism (works based/maintained salvation by free
will) never produces the claim of antinomianism

b) Antinomianism is not new, it has been a problem from the very 
beginning of the Christian church
1) Rom 3:8- Paul accused
2) Jude 4- Jude changed his subject matter based upon it
3) Several of the church “fathers” taught this is what Peter referred 

to in 2 Pet 3:16
c) Antinomianism is categorically contrary to the purpose of God in 

redemption
1) Slave is not bought to continue serving first master

(a) He is immediately placed in the service of the new and begins 
serving

(b)Each day he must be purged from the old methods of the old 
master and learn the methods of the new master 

2) Matt 1:21- “Save His people FROM their sins” (not IN)
3) Union with Christ and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit cannot be 

a source for increased sin
ii. Purpose of the Law

a) “Then the Law was useless?” or “the Law is now useless”
b) This would be the stumblingblock for the Jew
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1) “Paul, you’ve mentioned Adam and then Christ, but we all know 
Moses came in between”

2. Paul deals with both these objections in the “Parenthesis” of Rom 6-7
i. Rom 6- Antinomianism
ii. Rom 7- Purpose of Law

B) Being clear about Paul’s concern and context will guide us in a proper 
understanding of the individual verses
1. “Always keep the whole in mind while dealing with the parts”- MLJ

III.Division of Rom 6
A) Rom 6:1-14- Teaching against antinomianism doctrinally

1. 6:1-2- Question introduced and answered
i. 6:3-11- Detailed exposition of the answer
ii. 6:12-14- Exhortation to apply to life

B) Rom 6:15-23- Teaching against antinomianism practically
1. 6:15- Question repeated
2. 6:16- General principle for everyday life

i. 6:17-18- Application of principle to Christian
3. 6:19- Exhortation to apply to life

i. 6:20-23- Expounding the logic of the exhortation 
a) In agreement with 6:16b, :whether of sin unto death, or obedience 

unto righteousness”
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